GYM FLOOR CARE
STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS

PRODUCTS





Spartan L.O.E. Stripper (Wax stripper)
Spartan Shineline Floor Prep (Neutralizer)
Spartan On an’ On (Wax Finish)
Spartan Damp Mop (Daily floor cleaner)

STRIPPING
REQUIRED TOOLS/PRODUCTS







Dust mop
Mop and mop bucket
Shop Vac
Power scrubber / buffer
Heavy buffing pad
Spartan L.O.E. Stripper
PROCEDURES

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Thoroughly sweep floor. Make sure all loose dirt and sand are removed
Install a new heavy buffing pad on the scrubber or buffing machine
Mix stripper solution as directed on bottle or bucket, and pour it into scrubber or mop bucket
Apply stripping solution liberally to the floor. Only apply to an area that can be stripped before
the stripping solution dries on the floor
After applying stripping solution to the floor, let the it set on the floor for 5-10 minutes (make
sure it does not dry). If needed, more solution can be added to prevent drying
Buff area that has had stripping solution applied to it
Remove solution from stripped area with the scrubber or Shop Vac
Repeat these steps until the entire floor is stripped
If the floor has not been stripped regularly or has had multiple layers of wax applied, this
procedure may have to be repeated to remove all wax

NEUTRALIZING
REQUIRED TOOLS/PRODUCTS




Mop bucket and mop
Power scrubber / buffer
Spartan Shineline Floor Prep (Neutralizer)
PROCEDURES

1)
2)
3)
4)

Thoroughly rinse out mop bucket and/or stripping machine with clean water
Mix neutralizing solution as directed on the container
Apply neutralizing solution with the power scrubber and extract immediately
If mop-applying the neutralizing solution – allow to air dry

RINSING
REQUIRED TOOLS/PRODUCTS




Mop bucket and mop
Power scrubber / buffer
Light buffing pad
PROCEDURES

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Thoroughly rinse out mop bucket and/or stripping machine with clean water
Install a new light buffing pad on the power scrubber / buffing machine
Fill scrubber or mop bucket with clean water
Rinse, scrub and extract all at the same time
If rinsing using a mop and mop bucket, change the water in the mop bucket often
Rinse entire floor two times

WAXING
REQUIRED TOOLS/PRODUCTS




Mop bucket and mop
Clean, white, lint-free mop head
Spartan On an’ On (Wax Finish)
PROCEDURES

1)
2)
3)
4)

Thoroughly rinse out mop bucket with clean water
Pour wax directly into mop bucket
Apply wax very liberally (Do not squeeze wax out of mop)
Apply wax from side-to-side. Apply with a left – right motion and overlap the last pass with each
stroke. Cover an area of 8-10 feet per pass. Continue making passes, up and down the floor until
the entire floor is covered in wax.
5) Do not touch wet floor until it is completely dry. This usually takes between 30 and 60 minutes
6) Apply a second coat in the opposite direction as the first. The second coat will use less wax than
the first coat
7) Allow wax to dry for several hours (overnight if possible) before using gym.

PERODIC CLEANING
REQUIRED TOOLS/PRODUCTS





Clean dust mop
Dry sponge or Brillo Pad
Power scrubber
Spartan Damp Mop (Daily floor cleaner)
PROCEDURES

1)
2)
3)
4)

Sweep the floor daily with a clean dust mop
A dry sponge or Brillo Pad will remove shoe scuff marks
Clean the floor as needed with a power scrubber and a solution of Assurance
A mop can be used in lieu of a power scrubber

